Plaza of Zhejing Foreign Economics and Trade, Yan’an Road, Hangzhou

View this office online at: https://www.newofficeasia.com/details/offices-plaza-zhejing-foreign-economics-trade-yanan-road-hangzhou

This illustrious building is home to the Provincial Foreign Economy & Trade Bureau, in a thriving area close to the provincial headquarters of many international banks. There are also several luxury restaurants, renowned hotels and bustling shopping centres within a short walk. Facilities on offer at this serviced business centre include video conferencing facilities, a comfortable lounge, super fast broadband and multiple meeting rooms. There really is everything you might need to run a successful and profitable business.

Transport links

- Nearest road:
- Nearest airport:

Key features

- 24 hour access
- Access to multiple centres nation-wide
- Access to multiple centres world-wide
- Car parking spaces
- Comfortable lounge
- High speed internet
- Meeting rooms
- Security system
- Video conference facilities

Location

The business centre is in Hangzhou, the renowned CBD and capital city of the Zhejiang Province, only an hour and a half from Shanghai by train. This vibrant city has the accolade of selection by Forbes for being the best "business friendly city" in the whole of China not once but for two consecutive years. No wonder so many MNC's have chosen to establish their operations here, as well as the dynamic businesses in the private sector.

Points of interest within 1000 metres

- Daily (convenience) - 278m from business centre
- China Construction Bank (bank) - 385m from business centre
- Agricultural Bank of China (bank) - 401m from business centre
- Bank of China (bank) - 434m from business centre
- C-Store (convenience) - 488m from business centre
- Peace Hotel (hotel) - 499m from business centre
- Huaxia Bank (bank) - 523m from business centre
- Vanguard (supermarket) - 538m from business centre
- Century Mart (supermarket) - 545m from business centre
- Jian Bei Qiao (bus stop) - 550m from business centre
- Daily (convenience) - 554m from business centre
- Kedi (convenience) - 653m from business centre
- Grandma's Kitchen (restaurant) - 657m from business centre
- Sinopec (fuel) - 738m from business centre
- Gen Shan Liu Shui Yuan (bus stop) - 785m from business centre
- Tesco (supermarket) - 809m from business centre
- Hangzhou Number 6 Hospital (hospital) - 865m from business centre
- Lianhua (supermarket) - 891m from business centre
- C-Store (convenience) - 948m from business centre
- Chuan Wei Guan (restaurant) - 957m from business centre
- KFC (fast food) - 975m from business centre
- Kedi (convenience) - 985m from business centre
- Papa John's (restaurant) - 989m from business centre

All information contained in this document is for guide purposes only and NewOfficeAsia.com.com cannot be held responsible for any inaccuracies or omissions. Please confirm all details with the agent representing this office space before proceeding. Full terms of service can be viewed at http://www.NewOfficeAsia.com.com/terms-of-service.